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1 CALL TO ORDER AND REVIEW OF ANTI-TRUST RULES AND DICOM PATENT POLICY (Co-Chairs, Secretariat)

The meeting was called to order. Guidelines for Conducting NEMA Meetings were read and attendance was recorded.

2 REVIEW AND APPROVE AGENDA (Co-Chairs)

The agenda was reviewed.

3 REVIEW MINUTES (Co-Chairs)

The minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed and approved.

4 TOPIC ITEMS TO BE DISCUSSED (All)

- Sup223 incorporated into the DICOM Standard – Aug 10
  https://dicom.nema.org/medical/dicom/current/output/chtml/part17/chapter_YYYY.html
- Plan for promo:
  - Harry’s blog post: https://laitek.com/dicom-standard-pacs-inventory/
  - Webinar as part of SIIM Webinar Series: September 28, discuss planning form attached
  - Submit session proposal for RSNA22, SPIE, HIMSS23, SIIM23
  - Roundtable at SIIM23
  - SIIMcast
- What should this WG take on next?
Discussion focused on webinar the Co-chairs along with the main author of Sup223 will present on Sept 28 at 1 PM ET to educate the SIIM Imaging Informatics Community, and the larger medical imaging community.

The webinar will focus on a high-level overview of the supplement + use cases, examples/stories, and will have Q&A.

Schedule prep-call for Sept 20 at 10 AM ET.

Harry Solomon to complete the webinar planning form (title, description, objectives) and share with Chairs to finalize before sending to SIIM.

SIIM will develop webinar and promote it.

We will cancel the next call since it conflicts with the webinar, next call to be on Oct 12.

Harry Solomon mentioned that he already submitted a change proposal item to the supplement to WG-06 on initiating production of an inventory & ability to use existing inventory.

5 OLD BUSINESS

6 NEW BUSINESS – skip Sept 28 call in lieu of webinar

7 DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETINGS (Secretariat)

Continue T-con meetings bi-weekly
Next call is Oct 12, 2022 between 11:00 am and 12:30 pm ET

8. Adjourned: 12:30PM US ET
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